TODAY’S SCRIPTURE FOCUS: MATTHEW 23:23

“HYPOCRISY DEFINED & CONDEMNED”

“STOP GOING THROUGH THE MOTIONS”

STEWARDSHIP:
#1: Resource Mngmt.
#2: Resource Allocatn.
#3: Debt Reduction
#4: Tithing

SOARIES’ dFREE BOOK:
#1: Debts
#2: Deficiencies
#3: Deficits

SERMONIC POINTS:
#1: OBJECTION
#2: OBJECTIVE
#3: OBJECTOR
SERMONIC PT. #1: JESUS’ OBJECTION

DEFINITION OF HYPOCRISY:
=> the practice of expressing feelings, beliefs, or virtues one does not hold or possess;
=> to pretend;

DEFINITION OF HYPOCRISY:
=> “HUPO” = “under”;
=> “Krinesthai” to explain;

DEFINITION OF HYPOCRISY:
=> saying one thing and doing another;

DEFINITION OF HYPOCRISY:
=> intent, motive, objective;
=> hurt, harm, swindle, disadvantage;

“Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! For you pay tithe of mint...anise...cummin... have neglected weightier matters of the law: justice...mercy...faith. 
Matthew 23:23a
SERMONIC PT.#2: JESUS’ OBJECTIVE

“These you ought to have done, without leaving the others undone.”

Matthew 23:23b

SERMONIC PT.#3: JESUS AS OBJECTOR

“...HE has shown you...what is good and what LORD requires of you...
do justice...love kindness...and walk humbly”

Micah 6:6-8

“...what does THE LORD your GOD require of you, but to fear THE LORD your GOD, to walk in all HIS ways and to love HIM, to serve THE LORD”

Deuteronomy 10:12a

“...your GOD with all your heart and with all your soul, and to keep the commandments of THE LORD and HIS statues which I command you...”

Deuteronomy 10:12b-13